Stafa ISBT Labeling is a web-based labeling platform that generates ISBT standard labels, scans in barcoded data, auto filters product codes, can integrate with EMRs and stores all products/labels in a database to make ISBT 128 compliance fast and easy.

**Stafa ISBT Labeling At A Glance**

- Create ISBT 128 compliant labels of different templates for cellular therapy products
- Easily select product description code with assistance through embedded logic and code filtering
- Generate labels as needed during the apheresis and laboratory process
- Scan and auto-populate information from ISBT 128 labels
- Available as a stand-alone product or integrated into Stafa Apheresis and Stafa CTL

**Product Management**

- Maintain and manage a database of current and archived products
- View product profiles including product, recipient, donor, and collection information
- Split and pool products through an easy-to-use interface
- Track and manage cryo reference vials with Cryo Vial label generation

**Label Generation**

- Search and select from current products database for printing
- Multiple labels can be managed at once to increase throughput
- Choose from various, ISBT-compliant label templates (i.e. Full, Collection, Cryo) and complete the required information for each
- Store printed label for reprinting and updates
- Track unused labels for regulatory compliance

**System Integration**

- Interface with EMR systems to import patient demographics through HL7 or web services to minimize the double entry of data.
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**ISBT WORKFLOW DIAGRAM**

1. **Product Management**
   - Create New Product
   - Add/Scan Recipient & Donor Information
   - Add/View Product Profile Information
   - Split or Pool Products
   - Archive Products

2. **ISBT Label Creation**
   - Select Product From Database
   - Choose Label Template
   - Fill In Required Information
   - Generate Barcode for Printing
   - Reprint Archive Labels
   - Track Unused Labels
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**For More Information:**

To request a demo, please email: info@stafa-ct.com
Or, sign up at: www.stafa-ct.com
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